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One of the most common scrapbooking and card making 
questions is…what kind of scrapbooking adhesive do you use? 
That’s not a simple question. The answer is…it depends on what 
I’m working on. I know that it can be really confusing at first, but 
here’s a basic run down on which adhesives I like. 

This document contains affiliate links.  If you make a purchase after clicking one of 
these links, I will receive a small commission at no additional cost to you.



Tape Runner Scrapbook Adhesive

A tape runner is dry adhesive that rolls out of a dispenser and onto your paper.  It 
can be permanent or repositionable.  Your project will determine which type you 
use.  I always use permanent for cards. 

My “go to” adhesive is called an E-Z Runner by Scrapbook Adhesives. This company 
also makes E-Z Squares and E-Z dots. I love how smoothly all of them roll. I have 
been using these for many years, and I have only had a one that didn’t wind 
correctly. There is nothing more frustrating than having an adhesive that gets 
jammed. They make disposable and a refillable versions.

The Scotch ATG Gun is another very popular type of scrapbook adhesive. I don’t like 
how bulky it is, but the people who use it love how strong the adhesive is. The 
refills are economical if you do a lot of paper crafting and go through adhesive 
quickly.

http://www.shareasale.com/m-pr.cfm?merchantID=7429&userID=483285&productID=550163586
http://www.shareasale.com/m-pr.cfm?merchantID=7429&userID=483285&productID=550163319
http://www.shareasale.com/m-pr.cfm?merchantID=7429&userID=483285&productID=550196734


Glue Pens and Liquid Adhesive

I always have these handy.  I could not live without a glue pen! They are perfect for 
adhering small pieces like die cut letters and paper piecing parts.

Zig glue pens come in an assortment of sizes. There is a squeeze and roll pen that 
is great for the tiniest pieces. However, if you squeeze too much, it can make a 
mess. There are also several sizes of felt tips. One mistake that many people make 
with the felt tip pens is that you have to push the tip down until the tip turns blue. 
The blue is the adhesive. If you use it while the adhesive is still blue, it is 
permanent. If you let it dry, the adhesive is repositionable.

I have used the wider tipped glue pens for making cards, and they are “Okay.”  
They certainly aren’t my first choice. Because the adhesive is wet, they do not 
work well on thin papers. You may also have trouble with the dye in the papers 
running.

A few ladies have used the wider tipped glue pen to recover their Cricut Mats after 
they lose their sticky.  You must let it dry at least 20 minutes before using it. I have 
friends who swear by this.

Another liquid adhesive is Tombow Multi Liquid.  It comes in clear gel and white.  
It’s in a tube with a narrow tip, and is thicker than a glue pen.  

http://www.shareasale.com/m-pr.cfm?merchantID=7429&userID=483285&productID=554838004
http://amzn.to/2oxQTHf
http://amzn.to/2oxzCxW


Glue Dots

Glue Dots are also nearby when I’m working on projects. I love the Dot-n-Go 
Glue Dots that come in the dispenser. They are easier to use and easier to see 
than the ones that come on a roll or sheet. 

You can get them in regular size, mini, and lines. They are great for buttons, 
metal, glass, and ribbon. I also use them on paper if the paper is glossy, 
embossed, or curled. 

It’s almost impossible to find adhesive to stick to some glitter papers, but glue 
dots work well. I also use them if I’ve used brads or eyelets and want to stick the 
paper I’ve embellished to another piece of paper or cardstock. Because the back 
of the paper isn’t smooth, it may be difficult to adhere, but glue dots work well. 

A few words of caution…glue dots are very sticky! They can take off nail polish 
and will definitely tear your paper if you get one stuck where you don’t want it.

Tacky Tape is also in this category. It comes on a roll, and you cut it to the length 
you need. It is super sticky! It’s great for making pocket pages and 3D paper 
crafting projects like gift bags, boxes, and party favors.

http://www.shareasale.com/m-pr.cfm?merchantID=7429&userID=483285&productID=550177467
http://www.shareasale.com/m-pr.cfm?merchantID=7429&userID=483285&productID=550197879


Pop Dots

Nothing jazzes up a scrapbook layout or card as quickly or as easily as Pop Dots. 
They are also called pop ups, dimensional tape, foam tape, or dimensionals. 

They are small pieces of foam that you stick on the back of something to raise it up. 
You can get them in different thickness, sizes, and colors. I find that the square ones 
are the easiest to get off of the sheet, but the most economical way to buy them is 
to buy it on a roll and cut it to the size you need.

You can see on this card how Pop Dots added 
dimension to my card.  I used dots of different 
thicknesses to create three layers. 

http://www.shareasale.com/m-pr.cfm?merchantID=7429&userID=483285&productID=550184989


Other Adhesives

You will find a few other adhesives in the paper crafting section of the craft 
store.  Spray adhesive is used for sticking full sheets of paper.  I have only used 
spray adhesive once, and I didn’t like it.  The overspray is very messy.

You may have seen Xyron sticker makers.  They put adhesive on the backs of die 
cuts and small shapes.  You can buy cartridges of permanent and temporary 
adhesive for the machines.  The bigger machines also have a laminating 
cartridge. 

Clear laminating sheets are good for protecting a preserving things like dried 
flowers and leaves.

You might also see ribbon glue.  I know a couple of ladies who think ribbon 
glue is awesome, but I don’t see the big deal.  A little bit of thick craft glue 
works just as well and doesn’t have the strong odor.

As you can see, I use lots of different types of scrapbooking adhesive, 
depending on my project. Try different types until you find what works for 
you. I have taught classes for many years, and these are the supplies that I 
find work best. You might fall in love with something else and that’s OK.

This is the smallest size Xyron. It works 
great for small letters cut on the Cricut.


